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Restaurant booking systems are a central communication center between restaurants and customers. Especially in the COVID-19 era, these tools have become even more robust to include online ordering, prepayment, capacity management signals and two-way texting. Average fees range from $150 to $500 per month, with some
systems based the total fees on the number of bookings or payments you process. The best restaurant reservation systems for 2020 are: ResyOS: Best General Tock: Best for Boutique Restaurants with Prepaid Reservations and Yelp Online Orders Reservations: Best for Waitlist EatApp Management: Best for Small Restaurants and
Occupancy Control Seven Rooms: Best for GloriaFood Multi-Group Restaurant Groups: Best Top Restaurant Booking System Compared To Find The Best Restaurant Booking System, read our individual ratings below. Alternatively, you can start your search by taking this quick test. This is only four questions, takes less than a minute
and will provide a result without redirecting you to another page. How we rated restaurant booking systems that are becoming increasingly high-functioning software tools for restaurants. With waiting list features, online ordering and prepaid private event and booking options, these systems provide incredible support, whether you're
starting a restaurant or just trying to run an existing restaurant more efficiently. To find the best restaurant booking systems, we looked at: Basic considerations: Cost, ease of use and reporting features were our main issues. Flexibility and customization: We've looked at prepayment/pre-order options, table management features, ticketing
options, waiter features, and POS integrations that will support different types of restaurants. Guest communication options: We evaluate systems that have built-in two-way communication via SMS text messages or email. Signature features: Many of these systems contain the least killer feature that they do better than all of their
competitors, from stable customer relationship management, waitlist mobile features, or easy creation of special events. The payment options of the reservation system cannot replace THE. Reservation systems do not process on-site orders and do not communicate with your kitchen. You will still need another solution for processing
payments on site. Based on the above criteria, Resy is our top choice for the best overall restaurant reservation system. It is at a competitive price with flexible solutions for all types of restaurants. ResyOS has all the basic features that small operations need to manage bookings and communicate with customers. It also includes some
features which allow interested restaurants to use the ResyOS platform for orders for contactless payment points. Resy: The best overall restaurant reservation system The name ResyOS can be a little confusing. Just forget OS OS ResyOS is not a P-O-S, or a point of sale, it is a booking operating system. However, when you set a
confusing name, what you see is extremely easy to use, a cloud-based reservation system that works on iPads. Since the beginning of COVID-19, ResyOS has added a mobile waiting list and an automatic capacity monitor to help restaurants keep their revenue while adhering to social distraction requirements. ResyOS Pricing ResyOS
starts at $249 per month for one place and increases based on the number of locations. Restaurants with many locations will have to opt for $899 company membership. Integration with your POS comes at an additional $100 per month price for basic and Pro subscribers. ResyOS Fees &amp;: Add-ons in response to COVID-19 Resy
extends 100% relief fee for new and existing customers until the end of 2020 ResyOS features Included in the basic system: Detailed guest profiles, table management, table maps, and online and internal reserves are part of the base system. Event bookings, prepaid ticket options and basic online ordering features are also included, as
well as a mobile waiting list feature. Additional features: Upgrading to Pro and Enterprise packages unlocks additional reporting features, personalized guest messages, and personalized after-meal surveys. Standout features: The online order feature creates an excellent, cost-effective contactless payment solution for restaurants that
need one. Reporting and back-office: ResyOS has all the reports the booking system needs, allowing you to easily see your expected cover count, available table inventory, and shift summary. What makes ResyOS great for ResyOS reservations is our best overall restaurant booking system because it's so flexible and easy to use.
Different subscription levels ensure that restaurants of all sizes can find the perfect stock and avoid paying for features they don't need and won't use. ResyOS integrates with most POS systems. Tock: Best for prepaid bookings If you are considering booking systems that offer prepayment features or a ticket-based booking model, then
you should get Tock to thank you. Even a few years ago, this feature was uninhabited in other booking systems, and now it is available most anywhere. This is just one example of how Tock sets trends for the restaurant industry. After COVID-19 closed the restaurants, Tock developed the online ordering and delivery functionality for six
days. Tock specializes in solutions such as prepaid bookings, as well as tickets to special events such as wine nights. Pricing starts at $199 per month. Prepaid bookings, tickets and online orders also have credit card processing fees, but the platform allows you to add these fees to the customer. Tock Pricing Given its huge functionality,
Tock is available at a very affordable price. The basic reservation module is available for $199 per month. However, if the you have a pop-up restaurant or you need to use a booking model based on holiday tickets or a special event, the event plan is available without any subscription fees. You will pay only $0.99 per ticket plus credit card
processing fees. Tock &amp;add-ons Fees *These fees can be paid by the customer if you choose Tock features included in the Basic System: Includes reservation, table, event and guest management solutions. Including unlimited coverage, users and devices. Tock also offers built-in two-way SMS messages with your customers
through the app. Optional features: In addition to simple bookings, tock also offers online ordering and delivery features, as well as ticketing functionality for special events such as wine dinner or holiday services. Standout features: Customers can book at any time, from any browser, on any device, or on Facebook, Instagram, and Google.
Detailed customer profiles can be arranged in specialized lists for marketing, discounts, or other purposes. Customers can be added to a digital waiting list to be easily notified when the booking is available. Back Office and Reporting: Tock report features are trusted. The system synthesizes a lot of information into easy-to-navigate
snapshot reports that show you at a glance what to expect in an upcoming move. Fully configurable guest labels and automatic integration on facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn allow you to see exactly who's eating with you. What makes Tock great for Bookings Tock is incredibly nimble and constantly adapts to the changing landscape of
the restaurant. Prepaid reservations and ticket systems protect restaurants from losses due to lack of performances and cancellations. Tock's guest segmentation tool allows you to automatically apply discounts and provide VIP access to your most valuable guests. Pre- and post-visit surveys allow you to catch frustrated guests before
posting a negative online review. Yelp bookings: Waitlist's best booking booking system Yelp is a continuation of Yelp.com. While many restaurant owners have a loving relationship with the site, 45% of customers check Yelp's opinions before visiting a business. Adding a backup or waitlist widget directly to your Yelp page can definitely
help you catch more customers (if you have a good Yelp rating). Yelp Bookings Yelp Bookings is a very streamlined system. It doesn't offer many of the bells and whistles like online ordering and prepaid bookings like competitors Tock and ResyOS. For a small restaurant, however, which works mostly through a waiting list, Yelp
reservations can be the perfect size. Pricing starts at $249 a month and comes with a free iPad. Yelp Reservations Taxi &amp; Yelp Reservation Features Included in the basic system: two-way SMS text message with in-app customers, including automatic reminders for email and SMS booking, table management and waitlist
management. Additional features: Yelp Yelp bookings does not offer additional services outside the booking and waitlist. Key features: Your staff receives a warning when the actual waiting time starts to exceed the quoted times. Reporting and back-office: Yelp Reservations allows you to view standard reports such as cost cover, shift
summary, and completion of change reports from yelp's website. You cannot receive these reports through the iPad app. What makes Yelp Great for Yelp bookings allows customers to find you where they are already gliing; yelp. Given that Yelp claims that the dining population of 93 million active users, this can be a big boost to the
visibility of your restaurant. Customers who add to a waiting list before arriving at a restaurant are also more likely to wait for a table than to add. During COVID-19, the ability to use a virtual waiting list also increases customers' perceptions of your restaurant's social distance protocols. All this, of course, comes with a very big warning.
Since Yelp bookings are linked to yelp's review site, you need to make sure that your restaurant retains a high Yelp rating. If your rating drops, chances are for your booking and waiting list requests will also be. EatApp: EatApp's best restaurant reservation system is a fascinating addition to the U.S. market. This is, essentially, ResyOS of
the Middle East, so it develops mass functionality before American restaurants ever catch a glimpse of it. EatApp has all the main features of other booking platforms, such as phone and online bookings, the ability to accept prepaid bookings and work with a waiting room. Because it works through a mobile app or in a web browser, you
can use EatApp on equipment you already have, whether it's a laptop or a web-enabled iOS or Android tablet. EatApp Pricing EatApp pricing starts at $129 a month for subscribers who pay annually. If you only want to commit to a month-to-month subscription, this price is up to $159 per month. EatApp also offers a 14-day free trial if you
want to kick the system's tires before you commit. Since EatApp works through a mobile application and in web browsers, you can use the system of almost any kind of internet-enabled equipment, completely reducing the cost of own terminals. EatApp taxi &amp;r &amp;quot;Add-ons&amp;quot EatApp included in the output system:
Reservations and table management, 250 SMS and email confirmations, Capacity management, 24/7 chat support, customizable floor plan, user roles and server management, as well as automatic integration with Google, which allows you to add a Book Now button to Google search results. Additional features: Phone integration, the
integration of THE payments are offered at additional, reasonable costs. Basic features: Phone integration displays the customer's profile on the booking screen when they call. You and your staff can see exactly who is calling along with all the special notes on their birthdays, anniversaries and dietary restrictions. Restrictions. and back-
office: Using the Manager app, you can see pickup trends, daily bookings, non-show prices, server performance, and declines in revenue from your smartphone. What makes EatApp Great for reservations EatApp offers subscription levels for restaurants of any size. It also has high-capacity management tools that can really help small
restaurants that need to quickly adhere to COVID-19 employment restrictions. EatApp's customer support currently operates from Europe and the Middle East. Also, 24/7 support is available via chat, but some U.S.-based restaurants have trouble getting a person over the phone during normal business hours. The North American-based
customer support team is in the works and we should hope it will work by 2021. EatApp offers a 14-day free trial, so you can test the system before performing. SevenRooms: Best for Marketing &amp;quot; CRM SevenRooms&amp;quot; is a highly efficient restaurant reservation system that streamlines communication between several
locations. This allows multi-storey restaurants to share information about their customers and the preferences of guests between the restaurants in their group. SevenRooms collects a huge amount of customer information and includes reliable tools to arrange this information in personalized marketing campaigns that can make your
customers feel like a VIP as you grow your business. SevenRooms Pricing SevenRooms is the most expensive reservation system on this list. SevenRooms bases this on pricing of custom quotes, and third-party sources at a starting price of $500 per month. However, costs may be worth it if your long-term profitability plans include
collecting customer information on one platform to use for marketing purposes. Seven-bedrooms do this better than anyone else. Alternatively, if you plan to develop your restaurant into a restaurant group, the ability to share customer profiles with your restaurant sisters is invaluable. SevenRooms also has this feature simplified with many
reports and analytics. SevenRooms Taxi &amp;&amp; quot; SevenRooms&amp;quot; Features included in the basic subscription: Online bookings and on-site, table mapping, table management, detailed guest profiles, review tracking and reputation tracking are included in this all-in-one booking, guest management and restaurant
marketing system. Add-ons: SevenRooms is an all-in-one tool, so there are no real add-ons to call up. This system has many features, so it should be noted social media integrations and guest segmentation features that allow you to create custom upgrades and suggestions. Standout features: SevenRooms warns you about new reviews
from Yelp, TripAdvisor, Facebook, and allows you to track mood swings over time and see guest reviews. You can also send personalized emails to each guest, from thanks for the visit to not seeing you for some time to give your messages to guests a personal Reporting and back-office: SevenRooms generates a daily guest message
that can be automatically sent to your management team so you always know where and when the most valuable regular guests are at dinner. What makes SevenRooms great for bookings like Tock, SevenRooms is a leading innovator in the restaurant industry. During COVID-19, the brand launched a contactless dining kit to offer
contactless solutions such as ordering technologies and paying for digital menus to open restaurants. SevenRooms is also exploring voice technology for restaurants and data-driven personalization. SevenRooms is likely to be the first restaurant software to be prepared for the day when customers start making reservations and making
orders through their Alexas. GloriaFood: GloriaFood's stated mission is to develop free and inexpensive technologies to support small businesses. In addition to booking tools, GloriaFood offers great online ordering and delivery features for restaurants. All of its tools offer a free version. All of its tools are also easy to add to any
WordPress-based restaurant website. To get the most out of GloriaFoods' booking system requires some time at the office, but if your restaurant is low-funded, investing your time may be preferable to paying for another expensive monthly subscription. GloriaFoods Gloria Foods Reservation System is completely free to use. If you want to
add forward order options with pre-processed online payments, you'll need to pay $29 a month to connect GloriaFolds to your merchant service provider. GloriaFcus Taxi &amp;amp; GloriaFood Add-ons Features Included in the basic subscription: Free features include basic online bookings and table mapping via a widget that can be
placed on your restaurant and social media accounts. Additional modules: Prepaid booking features and online orders can be added for $29 per month, plus any fees for processing the fees that the commercial service provider charges. You can also get a sales-optimized website to order at $9 per month or branded mobile apps for $59
per month. Standout features: The forward order feature allows customers to order all their meals and pay up front for it before they arrive at your restaurant, making GloriaFood an excellent contactless payment solution. Reporting and back-office: Reports and analytics are basic, but include the ability to see a map of what your online
orders come from, as well as allow you to download your full customer list for marketing purposes. What makes GloriaFood great for bookings The best feature of gloriafoods booking platform is the price and scale of the service it offers. There are very few restaurants with a small footprint, and Gloria Foods has made it her mission to fill
this gap. If all you need is the ability to make reservations online, GloriaFood is completely free to use. Expand inclusion functionality With online payments and end of online orders and delivery system is also incredibly low price. The booking systems in the bottom row are more than a list of customer names and how long to expect them.
Today's restaurant booking systems include mobile waiting lists, ticket-based reservations, fully pre-ordered and prepaid meals, and reliable databases of customer details. These tools are valuable for organizing your daily service, optimizing the capacity of your seats, and tracking your customers as they like, they don't like special
requirements either. Our overall choice for the best restaurant reservation system, ResyOS, offers a huge range of features at a price that most restaurants can afford. Different subscription levels ensure that smaller operations don't pay for features they don't need. Pricing starts at $249 per month. Contact ResyOS for a free demo. Visit
ResyOS ResyOS
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